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Manufacturing reshoring policies, shark tracking, & more!

Our blog isn't like other company blogs. It's much better.

Reader,
Welcome to the February installment of our monthly newsletter! First things first: if
you haven't checked out the Ondema blog in a while, it's got great new stuff. Posts
go up on a weekly basis diving into industry-tested operations frameworks. They
involve attack helicopters, ninja weapons, CPU-melting math, Voltron, and more,
and they're not to be missed.
The Ondema Guide to Production Scheduling
Minimizing Makespan, Explained With Attack Helicopters
Level Up Production Bottleneck Hunting With These Tips
Manage Production Queues Like a Boss
Inventory Models Explained With Nunchucks - Part I
Inventory Models Explained With Nunchucks - Part II

An example of a mismanaged queue. Obviously, they didn't read our blog posts.

Good Reads and Resources
These resonated with us, and might help your business navigate the road ahead.
Biden vs. Trump on Reshoring. IndustryWeek and The Reshoring Initiative put
together a summary analysis of enacted and proposed policies, all with the
end goal of reshoring manufacturing activities to the US.
Digital Manufacturing is Key to US Competitiveness. The International
Manufacturing Technology Show (IMTS) and the Association for
Manufacturing Technology (AMT) provide a resource center for manufacturers
looking to take operations to the next level.

https://preview.hs-sites.com/_hcms/preview/content/40814765746?portalId=8177680&_preview=true&cacheBust=0&preview_key=GgJUxIUh&from_buffer=false
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“Every investment that a shop makes is a business decision, which
means that every investment has to pay for itself. What data-driven
manufacturing does is provide the infrastructure to improve how a
business runs.” - Tim Shinbara, Vice President and CTO of AMT
HubSpot business and marketing resources. Free templates, eBooks, guides,
and more to help your business implement marketing, sales, and customer
service processes. A must-bookmark for any business looking to grow.
Website grader. Evaluates your company website and provides tips on how to
improve it. Great tool for low-hanging fruit on making it easier for potential
customers to find you.

Your Monthly Dose of Randomness
Sharks are awesome. So of course we dig shark-tracking website Ocearch. You can
even follow individual sharks like Ironbound, a 998 pound, 12' 4" Great White
badass who's traveled 8,709 miles over the last 103 days (!!!). Gale the Pilot Whale
and Doug the Tiger Shark are pretty cool too.

Ironbound just cruising the Eastern Seaboard, doin' shark stuff, being a boss.

We hope you enjoy our monthly newsletter. Drop us a line and let us know of any
topics you'd like us to cover.
Until next time,

The Ondema Team
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